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Introduction


Galostar Ltd were incorporated September 1994 and have progressed into one of
the top tier masonry contractors in southeast England. Starting out as a labour
only brickwork contractor on housing projects, Galostar swiftly progressed into full
labour, plant and material projects for top tier main contractors within the
commercial sector of the construction industry.



Galostar have advanced through the industry and now excel in many departments
such as hand laid masonry, prefabricated panelled brickwork, masonry support
systems, façade restoration, full design packages, stone masonry, fire protection
to name a few.



Predominately operating on projects within the southeast region, Galostar have
also completed major projects throughout the UK such as a schools partnership
programme in Scotland, shopping centre in wales and hospitals & student
accommodation on the south coast. This demonstrates Galostar’s willingness and
commitment to it client base along with its proactive can-do attitude to all
challenges no matter how great or small.

Company History


Galostar Ltd was formed by its MD Eddy Garty along with Commercial
Director, Paul Barnard. Tony Chapman was introduced as a Construction
Director in 2006 having successfully fulfilled a Contracts Manager role within
the company for 8 years prior.



Galostar are proud that since its inception, it has always been at the forefront
of the industry, from being one of the first masonry contractors to achieve ISO
9001 in 2005 to the present day where we list IFCC (UKAS accredited fire
proofing accreditation), pending ISO 45001 accreditation and a fully
functional fieldveiw project operating system as being industry leading
standards amongst the masonry contractor sector.

Infrastructure


Galostar’s head office, MKM House, is
based in South Woodham Ferrers,
Essex. The company predominately
operates from MKM house.



Further to this, we have a London
satellite office in tower 42 which is
ideal due its proximity to the
majority of our projects.



Galostar also have a storage yard in
Brentwood essex which is utilised for
off site storage. Its close proximity to
central London (18 miles) is ideal for
projects with just in time deliveries.

Management Organogram

Accrediation


Galostar have always strived to be
industry leaders amongst our peers
with regards to accreditations.
Having successfully obtained ISO
9001 in 2005, Galostar are
currently in the process of
obtaining ISO 45001. Further to
this, Galostar also hold the
following accreditation: ISO 14001
& 18001, Achilles Building
Confidence, IFCC, Considerate
Contractors & Constructionline

Health, Safety & Environmental


Galostar Ltd are fully committed to SH&E within the workplace and truly
believe that it the first building block to the foundations of a successful
construction company. As previously noted, we are ISO 18001 accredited.
Employing a highly qualified H&S consultant in Owen Consultancy, all Galostar
projects are audited twice monthly with all audits assessed and monitored in
monthly management meetings. Further to this, we have believe that mental
health at work is as important as first aid and have committed to having at
least one mental health at work first aider on each project by the end of
2019.



Galostar have enlisted Tony Chapman and Joel Riley as H&S representatives
who’s task is to consult with the workforce on a regular basis.



Galostar are always willing to undertake the various different H&S initiatives
of our clients such as worker engagements, safety leadership boards, yellow
jacket, safe start etc etc.



We believe that our committed, open, collaborative approach to SH&E forms
the basis our high SH&E standards.

Quality Assurance


Galostar believe that delivering an excellent product is essential in building long lasting client relationships and is the real
secret to our success. We pride ourselves in producing extremely high quality end products.



Having been one of the first within our sector to obtain ISO 9001, Galostar has always lead the way amongst our peers with
regards to QA. All QA processes are managed using our FieldView project management system.



Whilst our QA procedures are in line with our ISO 9001 QMS manual, each project has a tailored site specific inspection test
plan, QA sheets and Quality Plan.



All major projects undertaken by Galostar have a dedicated Quality Assurance Manager who is solely responsible for the
management of our QMS.



Our commitment to quality assurance starts with the procurement process. All materials are issued to the client by means of a
technical submittal prior to proceeding with ordering. We feel that it is paramount that the client is given the necessary
reassurance of the products we are installing be it a specified product or an alternative proposal.



The FieldView system is used to manage both the quality of materials delivered to site and the quality of workmanship. All
materials are inspected upon receipt, any issues are reported to our buying office on the FieldView system. The process is live
therefore all issues can be dealt with immediately between site, our buyer and the supply chain.



Following the Grenfell Tragedy, Galostar believed it imperative to achieve fire protection qualifications through a UKAS
registered third party. We now hold a IFC certificate for the installation of cavity fire barriers, mastic and fire boarding. All
projects are independently audited by the third party and the management of all related works are recorded within our ITP’s
and QA sheets on FieldView.

FieldView


Since the implementation of
FieldView, we have found that the
numbers of snags raised by the
client and main contractor have
fallen.



Furthermore, queries with regards
to quality, quantities etc of
materials delivered have dropped
considerably to minimal levels.



The system is a live operating
system meaning that as soon as a
form or process is raised, all
concerned have access to it. This
has many benefits but the main one
being the instantaneous nature of
the system which is key in todays
construction world.

FieldView
Here

is a sample of a QA sheet
for internal block work on one of
our projects. It is duely signed by
both our Project manager and the
Main contractor’s representative.
The

system allows for photos to
be attached to the forms thus
providing fully evidenced QA
sheets.

It

is policy for each item within
the QA sheet to have at least one
accompanying photograph.

Client & Recent
Projects


Galostar are proud to list many top tier
contractors amongst its client list. Great
relationships have been built with many
contractors due to the commitment
from Galostar to always safely deliver a
quality end product for our client, on
time and budget. We commit to being
user friendly and approachable from site
level through to director level. It is our
ethos to be cooperative and
collaborative with the aim to achieving a
long lasting, successful relationship with
our clients.

Galostar’s project value ranges from £500k £11m, however the majority of Galostar’s
projects range from £1m-£5m.
We have experience in a broad spectrum of
builds including;
•

Commercial

•

Residential

•

Retail

•

Stadia

•

Rail

•

Schools

•

Hospital

•

Ministry of Defence

•

Airports

Wembley – Emerald Gardens
£4m residential scheme for Sisk, consisting of
7 blocks. Completed on time and to a high
standard. The success of Emerald Gardens
lead to the successful award of a £11 m
brickwork contract at Canada Gardens,
Wembley to Galostar.

London Olympic Stadium
Galostar are proud to have been appointed as
the masonry contractor on the London
Olympic Stadium.
There are obvious highlights of beinig
involved on such a prestigious project but we
count one of the main highlights being our
Construction Director being one of the
founding members of the Safety Leadership
Team (SLT) on the project. Such was the
success of the SLT it was soon rolled our
throughout the Olympic Park and SLT’s are
now common place within the industry.

Kings Cross Development –
Argent
To date Galostar have successfully completed
projects totalling a value of approximately
£20 m for Argent (via BAM, Carillion &
Midgard). The projects have mainy consisted
of residential, commercial, school and open
spaces.
Having established a great relationship with
Argent and main contractors on the
regeneration scheme, Galostar now assist
with cost consultancy on forthcoming
schemes.

Camden Lock Village
A £8m scheme for Mace, this project
consisted of residential, commercial,
restoration & open public spaces.
The project was extremely complex due to
the proximity of two overhead rail tracks
traversing through site and the project being
adjacent to the canal.

Number 1 Court - Wimbledon
Redevelopment of number 1 court for Sir
Robert McAlpine & The All England Tennis
Club.
Our contract was to a value of £2.5 m spread
over 3 phases. The project was programme
critical as it was imperative that works did
not disrupt the tennis tournament.

Canary Wharf Crossrail Station
A £4.5m blockwork package for Canary Wharf
Contractors. The project was very interesting
due to it being constructed on a drained dock
and 5 stories beneath sea level.
The project was completed to a very high
standard and has lead to further work on
Canary Wharf with Canary Wharf Contractors.

Wood Wharf – Canary Wharf
Following the success of the Crossrail Station,
Canary Wharf Contractors appointed Galostar
on the Wood Wharf development. A phased
commercial, retail and residential
development, our works to date total £10 m
and predominately consist of block work,
brick façade to 2 nr residential towers,
screed, full substation fit out, reinforced
concrete, fire protection and so on.

Innovation & Collaboration
Galostar believe that the key to success of a
challenging project is innovation and
collaboration.
The majority of Galostar projects are CPD
projects. In the main, CPD covers the
structural integrity of our works. However we
do offer a full design process, developing the
architects design intent into a construction
phase design.
Galostar have collaborated with Lucking &
Clark structural engineers for over 15 years
and have built an extremely strong
relationship over the years.
Whilst L&C are renowned structural
engineers, they have engineers who
specialise in masonry works. We find this
extremely advantageous with regards to
value engineering. Furthermore, the long
standing relationship has built up a
knowledge of the requirements that Galostar
have on our projects.
Galostar also collaborate with industry
leaders such as ACS stainless, Ancon,
Fastclad, Bulmers SafeSecure, Serene Stone,
Taylor Maxwell to name a few.

Design &
Collaboration
Galostar

have full BIM capabilities to allow
us to fulfil any BIM obligations set upon us on
any project. We have found using 3D
modelling invaluable with regards to
coordination with other contractors. A design
based upon 3D modelling leads to good
collaboration between all parties on a
project and is beneficial to all.

Traditional Values

At Galostar we believe that whilst innovation
is key to successful construction, we feel that
it is of equal importance that we maintain
traditional bricklaying values.
We employ a high number of highly skilled
artisan bricklayers who specialise in intricate
hand laid brick features such as the images
(right) where every brick is hand laid.

Innovation
Galostar will always look to innovate, be it to
introduce panelled brickwork solutions,
major structural steelwork to overcome
complicated design stipulations.
Working closely with our designers and supply
chain, we see no challenge too great and will
always strive to achieve the best possible
outcome.
On our Camden Lock Village project, the architect was extremely keen that all bricks were hand laid,
particularly the window heads that would be clearly visible to the end user. To that end, Galostar
developed and hanging brickwork system that allowed all window soffits to be hand laid (above
image). However due to programme and financial constraints, pre fabricated units were required
where permissible. Galostar installed the below pre cast brick on edge system to the parapets on the
project. Whilst maintain good aesthetical features, the pre cast allowed an improvement to
programme and budget.

ACS test modelling on a length of masonry support connected to a post tension
slab and coordinated around RWP’s and balcony connectors.

Case Study – Bartrams,
Hampstead
Galostar have recently completed a
retirement residential project in Hampstead
where our willingness to collaborate and
innovation was brought to the forefront.
Our belief that a blend of excellent artisan
brickwork and innovative modern building
techniques can lead to remarkable outcomes
was proven to the most exceptional levels.

Galostar were contracted under Contract
Management form of contract and were
tasked with developing the design intent
into a full construction design.
The task was extremely intricate due to
the level of detail set out within the
design intent. This was compounded
further by the tapered brickwork which
lead to reduced cavities and in turn
affected the required U-Values.
Galostar researched the market and
proposed Bulmers Safe Secure system for
all chamfers and tapered brickwork. This
afforded enough room within the cavity to
maintain the required U-Values.
With the implementation of the panelled
brickwork, a structural support frame had
to be designed by our engineers. Once
designed, ACS were appointed to
manufacture the bespoke support system.

We believe that such a design is one of the
only of its kind. Given this knowledge,
Galostar developed full working drawings for
a full scale mock up that was constructed in
situ on the project. Lessons learned were
recorded for future reference for all parties
and improvements were implemented prior
to construction of the project commencing.

